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ApPROXIMATELY 3 0,000 acres of sugar beets were p lanted in the 
Imperial Valley in 1947  with a new type of seed . The change from 
sheared seed, which had been used previously ,  was made hecause of the 
results of tests conductcu in 1 946 .  

In  the  search for better ways to  process sugar heet seed, a new method 
has been developed, which is called seed decortication, and which shows 
much promise. Our aim in processing seed is to give the grower Cl product 
that will lessen his labor, and still give him a normal stand of heets at Cl 
reasonable cost. The decorticating process is so recent a development that 
it has not been thoroughly tested in all areas as yet. The tests to date, 
however, have heen encouraging. 

In the decorticating process, whole seeo is "\,\rorn to the size desired 
instead of being broken into segments as is the case in  seed-shearing ope-ra
tions .  The new product is rounder and smoother than sheared seed, thus 
making it more adaptahle for use in precision planters. Decorticating is 
less severe on seed than shearing, \vhich accounts for less seeu damage 
and fewer abnormal plants. In field comparison , decorticated seed appears 
to have more vigor in the early stages of growth. Upon observation of 
the seedlings, there appears to be less damage to seed leaves in decorticated 
seed as compared with heavy seed leaf damage in sheared seed. This type 
of damage may have a much greater effect on young plants than we realize. 
In the Imperial Valley the difference in vigor hctween the two types of 
seed is quite definite in the early stages of plant growth . 

Taking the same lot of seed and processing it by both methods, 7/64 
inch to 9/64 inch in size, it was found that the decorticated seed \vas 
reduced to 1 . 6  seedlings per viable seed unit as compared to 1 . 1  � seedlings 
per viable seed unit in  the shearing process . Under good germinating 
conditions, field emergence for both types of seed is about the same. Under 
poorer germinating conditions, it was noticed that we produced more inches 
of single plants from d�corticatcd seed than we did from sheared seed . 
It was also noted that the percentage of inches containing single plants 
increased with a uecrease in field emergence . In  other words, it appears 
that the more severe the field conditio�s arc, the hetter the performance 
of decorticated seed. 

In the Imperial Valley, as well as other beet,growing areas, only a very 
small percentage of the acreage has the physical reljuirements for ideal 
germinating conditions. It  is up to us to recommend the type of seed that 
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gives the hest results for general local conJitions. Since decorticated seed, 
with 1 . 6  seedlings per viable seed unit as compared to 1 . 1  in  sheared seed, 
seems to have heen giving us hetter results in general field performance, 
then perhaps our hrecding program in search of a single-germ seed may 
not be the answer to a heet grower's dream, and seed with a uniform factor 
of doubleness may come closer to solving the problem. Charles E,  Corm any:.! 
made an interesting test in regard to this situation. He picked out, under 
a magnifying glass, seed that contained single-seed locules, douhle locules 
and triple locules. These were field planted hy hand, and the results as 
shown in tahle 1 seem to indicate' that douhle seed is the most desirahk.  

Treatment 
Singlps 

Doubles 

Multiple.; 

Table 1. Summary of stand counlll by hills on 
Single-, double- and multiple-germed segmented seed. 

Beet Seed Rr'eeding Dcpartm('ni-Pianting at Sh",ridan .  1 9 4 fi .  

Percent 
singles 

Variety MW4R-44 

Percent 
doubles 

---_ ._-----
Percent Total 

Percent hills containing number plants 
multiples seedlings Basis 100 hills 

------- -.--.---- ----------
2 6 . 7 5  

2 2 . 7 .')  

1 7.25 

1 . 7 5  

1 5.25 

1 2 .!)fr 

0.25 2 8 . 7 5  3 1 .00 

1 . 7 5  :\ 9 . 7 fi  5 1' . 5 0  

4 .  7 5  :� 4 . 5 0  ;;1'.00 

Table 1 sho"\vs that the total number of plants germinated from single 
locules was only :; 1 pe'rcent, a.s against )" R  percent from uoubler loculc s�ed. 
The distribution factor for double seed is �8 percent hetter than single seed. 
In  the case of tripJc'loculc seed, the total number of plants is about the 
same as douhle�locule seed . The triple�locule seed was down on singles, 
not had on doubles, but produced more triples and showed poorer djstrihu� 
ban than double seed. 

Further consideration of the comparative merits of decorticated and 
sheared seeds must induue the stands produced after thinning. Tahle 2 
shows a comparison of decorticated st.'cd "\vith slwareo seed in Imperial 
Valley, i n  respect to .'itand count after thinning. Professor Roy Baincr:: 
mentioned the fact that decorticated/seed p lantings appeared to produce 
fewer skips than shearecl"sccd plantings. With this thought in mind, we 
tried to evaluate the degree of loss from skips in the stand. We made a 
series of four tests, in \vidcly separateu areas in the Imperial Valley, on 
various types of land. One-third-acre test p lots were marked off and p lanted 
in commercial beet fields. In our 34 -inch row spacing, we require an 
average of 1 50 well -spaced hLYts per 1 00 feet of row length for maximum 
production . We estimate that skips of less than 12 inches are negligible, 
while skips of 12 inches or longer \""i11 lessen production. With the above 
thought in mind, we dveragcd the numher of skips 12 inches or over for 
each type of seed . The results of the four p lantings showed an average of 
twelve 1 2 �inch skips in the decorticated seed and 22Yz skips in the sheared 
seed. In the stand count per 1 00 feet, the average number of beets from 
decorticated seed was higher than the average numher from sheared seed. 
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Both types of seed produced enough beets per 1 00 feet, but evaluating the 
stand by the skips, decorticated seed showed an 88�percent stand as against 
a 77 -percent stand for sheared seed. 

Table 2 .  Deeo rticated s e e d  piantings, Imperi81 Valley. 

Seed 

Decorticated 
Sheared 

Decorticated 
Sheared 

Decorticated 
Sheared 

Decortica ted 
Sheared 
Average Decorticnted 
Average Sheared 

Cobbley Plantrol Planters-13 Cells per I<�oot 
Row Spacing-;J4 inches U. S .  1 5  Seed 

Size 

7-tl 7-1) 

7-!1 
7-(1  

7-9 
7-\) 

7-� 
7-() 

Soil type 
Brown & Simons 

-----
1 2-inch Stand 

gap!! per 100 feet eount per 100 feet 

---
mediunl 
medium 

R. B. Wilson 
medium 
medium 

Rutherford & Alvarl.'z 

Harry C. Smith 
l ight 
light 

2 1  
2 8  

7 
2 8  

" 
2 ;\ 
1 2 . 0  
2 2 . 5  

1 6 1  
1 5 7  

H I  
1 2 �  

l (J O  
1 6 :-:  

1 4 S  
1 -1 4  
I ll ,  
1 49 

During the: 1 947 planting season, we planted our entire acreage with 
decorticated seed, and the results so far have been most gratifying. Out 
of 2 R ,400 acres originally planted, we have replanted 4 1 8  acres and have 
abandoned 540 acres. In no case could the abandonment or rep lanting 
he attrihuted to failure of the seed. The percentage of replanted and 
abandoned acres comes to only . 0 :;0:;  of the total, which is quite rem;ukabk: 
when we consider that a large number of growers arc raising their first heets. 

Our average rate of seeding was 4 . 6  pounds of decorticated seed per 
acre, and more than RO percent of our acreage was plantt:d with precision
type planters. Stands were generally good and a nurmal crop of beets is 
in evidence. We believe that it  will he shown hy our 1 947  sugar beet 
crop that decorticated seed is better adapted to Imperial Valley conditions 
than is sheared seed. 




